
CSS Preparation General Knowledge Mcqs Paper 

When for the first time ‘Doctrine of Necessity” was used in Pakistan? 
Which female PM served for the longest period of time in the world? 
Where ECO 2008 will be held? 
What is E=mc2? 
Which member of Gandhi family died a natural death? Mahatama Gandhi,Indra or Sanjay? 
Which civilization flourished at the banks of Euphrates n Dajla? 
“diego garcia” USA naval base is in which ocean? 
Which of the Mughal emperor is burried outside the present Pak and India territory? 
Babur,Jahangir or Hamayun? 
What is the freezing point of heavy water? 
What is Pariah state? 
What name is given to the place of 9/11? 
Which are the primary colours? 
What is armageddon? 
Which vessels bring blood back to heart? 
Which is the national flower of Pakistan? 
Which is the largest planet of solar system? 
Who discovered that every applied force has an equal reaction? 
In which country Hanging Gardens of babylon were located? 
Malfunctioning of which oragan of body causes diabetes? 
What is fission? 
Which is the largest state of India (area wise)? 
.Who is the father of modern psychology? 
“salisbury”is the old name of which city? 
Night blindedness is caused by the deficiency of which vitamin? 
.Rays of sun are the source of which vitamin? 
.What is digital divide? 
“Haifa” is the seaport of which country? 
which gas company of Russia supplies gas to European states? 
Which disease is caused by H5N1 virus? 
Which famous character is produced by J.K Rowling? 
Which game Qutab-ud-din Aibek was playing when he died? 
What is the relation between DNA and Chromosomes? 
Which is the oldest invention among bicycle,___,___,and clock? 
Which country’s parliament is called ‘Diet’? 
What is choreography? 
In which city there is the largest stock exchange of the world? 
Who wrote “Spirit of Islam”? 
Who wrote “India Wins Freedom”? 
What is Earth’s diameter in KM? 
Which Railway line connects Pakistan and Iran? 
Who defeated Napoleon in the war of waterloo? 
In which state of USA Hollywood is located? 
What is Glacier? 
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Suez Canal connects which two seas? 
Who is the present ambassador of Pakistan to USA? 
Who was the president of USA during First World War? 
Where is the Silicon valley? 
Who was the first CM of Punjab? 
Who was the first ambassador of Pakistan to USA? 
Who was Ibn-e-Khaldun? 
In which city World Economic forum usually helds its meetings ? 
What is the reason of Aeriel Sharoon’s leaving the premiership? 
What is the major hurdle in Pak-Iran-India gas pipeline project? 
Where is the Golden Gate? 
What is the reason of earthquake? 
What is Ivy league? 
Which quality is attached to Vishnu? 
What is holocaust? 
Which country is below the sea level? 
Who is considered as the Leader of moderm Chinese economy? 
What is track-2 diplomacy? 
Who wrote “The struggle for Pakistan”? 
Which name is given to Short sightedness? 
What is Alzhemir? 
Who is the President of France? 
What is “ikabani”? 
Who organised “Mehdi army” ? 
Which is the largest oil field of Iraq? 
When did Crusade begin? 
What is Habeas Corpus? 
What Chinese Muslims are called in province ____of China? 
Which countries are the members of ECO? 
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